COMPASS is a fixed-target experiment in operation at the CERN North Area (SPS, M2 beamline) since 2002. An important part of the broad physics programme of the experiment is dedicated to the exploration of the transverse spin-structure of the nucleon studying target transverse spin dependent azimuthal asymmetries (TSAs) arising in the Semi-Inclusive DIS (SIDIS) and Drell-Yan (DY) cross-sections. In addition to those measurements, COMPASS has recently studied also the TSAs weighted by powers of the hadron transverse momentum (in SIDIS) and virtual photon transverse momentum, q T (in DY). In the transverse momentum dependent (TMD) QCD approach, the conventional DY TSAs are interpreted as convolutions of the beam pion and of the transversely polarized target proton TMD parton distribution functions (PDFs), while the q Tweighted TSAs can be interpreted as simple products of transverse moments of the TMD PDFs. In 2015 and 2018 COMPASS performed two years of Drell-Yan data taking with a 190 GeV/c π − beam impinging on a transversely polarized NH 3 target. The analysis of the q T weighted TSAs performed on these two data sets is presented in this paper. The results for DY Sivers q T weighted TSA are compared with the expectations based on the studies of the weighted Sivers asymmetry measured in the SIDIS process. Combining the information from SIDIS and DY measurements, the pion Boer-Mulders TMD PDF is also studied.
Introduction
The structure of a polarized nucleon, within the "twist-2" approximation of the QCD parton model, is described by a set of eight transverse-momentum-dependent (TMD) parton distribution functions (PDFs). They encode all possible correlations between the nucleon spin, the parton spin and the transverse component of the intrinsic parton momentum, k T . Each TMD PDF depends on the fraction x of the nucleon momentum carried by the parton and its k T . A powerful method used to access these TMD PDFs is the study of transverse spin-dependent azimuthal asymmetries (TSAs) arising in Semi-Inclusive Deep Inelastic Scattering (SIDIS) and Drell-Yan (DY) crosssections. The TMD-factorization theorem has been proven for SIDIS and DY cross-sections [1] , allowing for the interpretation of the TSAs as convolutions of TMD PDFs and TMD fragmentation functions in the case of SIDIS, or nucleon and incoming hadron TMD PDFs in the case of DY. The idea of weighted TSAs was first brought up in the context of SIDIS [2, 3] , and then ported to DY as well [6, 7] . In both SIDIS and DY processes, in order to extract the TMD PDFs they have to be decomposed from the convolution integrals. In the case of weighted TSAs, those convolutions are replaced by products of transverse moments of the TMD PDFs.
Last year, COMPASS complemented a series of measurements of the SIDIS TSAs by publishing the weighted Sivers asymmetries extracted from the same data sample [8] . An identical approach was followed for the 2015 Drell-Yan analysis where, in addition to the standard TSAs [10] , the corresponding virtual photon transverse momentum, q T , weighted TSAs [11] were also extracted. The DY results have been updated after the analysis of ∼50% of the data collected in 2018, discussed in this paper.
In both 2015 and 2018 data taking, COMPASS performed Drell-Yan measurements (π − p ↑ → µ − µ + X) induced by a 190 GeV/c π − beam scattering off a transversely polarized NH 3 target. At leading order, the corresponding single-polarized Drell-Yan cross-section can be written as [13] :
where
(x π , x N , q T ) are the structure functions 1 , ϕ (θ ) represents the azimuthal (polar) angle of the lepton momentum in the Collins-Soper frame (Fig. 1b) and ϕ S the azimuthal angle of the target spin vector in the target rest frame (Fig. 1a) .
In Eq. 1.1 one can identify five different terms, each containing an orthogonal modulation in φ or ϕ S and a structure function F
[mod] X . The standard TSAs are defined as ratios between structure functions, A
[mod]
The structure functions can be written as a flavour sum of convolutions of TMD PDFs over the intrinsic momenta of the two colliding quarks k aT and k bT . 1 In the notation F
[mod] X the superscript [mod] indicates the associated modulation, while the subscript X denotes the target polarization states ("U" stands for unpolarized and "T" for transverse polarization).
Figure 1: The reference frames used: (a) the target frame (target particle rest frame), (b) CollinsSoper frame (dilepton rest frame), and the definition of the angles θ , ϕ, and ϕ S .
Therefore, measuring the TSAs gives access to a ratio of convolutions of TMD PDFs. The convolutions are usually solved assuming a certain k T -dependence of the TMD PDFs (e.g. a Gaussian parameterization). The weighted TSAs, on the other hand, represent a way to avoid making any assumption on the k T -dependence. They take advantage of the fact that, if one integrates the structure functions over q T = k aT and k bT with appropriate weights W X , the convolutions can be easily solved. The generic q T -weighted TSA can be written as
Considering the specific case of pion-induced Drell-Yan on a transversely polarized proton target, the three q T -weighted TSAs accessible are
where the sums run over all quarks and antiquarks flavours q with fractional electric charge e q . M π and M p represent the pion and proton masses and f (n) or h (n) are the n-th k T 2 -moments of the TMD PDFs. The comparison of the weighted Sivers asymmetries measured in SIDIS and DrellYan processes has been proposed as an easy way to compare magnitudes and signs of the effect in the two processes [4] .
Data collection and analysis
The analysis presented in this Letter is based on the Drell-Yan data collected by COMPASS in the year 2018, in essentially the same conditions of 2015. More details on the measurement can be found in [9] . The 23 weeks of data-taking were divided in 9 periods, each consisting of consecutive weeks with opposite target polarizations. In this Letter, only ∼50% of the available 2018 data have been analyzed. Contrary to the standard TSAs analysis, no cut on q T is applied since the integration over the full q T range, where the cross-section is non-zero, is essential for the q T -weighted TSAs. Instead, a cut on the transverse momentum of the reconstructed muons, µ ± T < 7 GeV/c, was applied to remove badly reconstructed events.
As done for the standard TSAs, the q T -weighted TSAs are extracted in the so-called HighMass (HM) range, M µ µ ∈ [4.3, 8.5] GeV/c 2 , which is particularly suited to study the predicted sign-change of the Sivers TMD PDF, as explained in [10] . x N vs x π and q T distributions for the selected 2018 sample are shown in Fig. 2 . Each weighted TSA is obtained from fits to the data using the so-called 'modified double ratio method' [12] . The results obtained from the combined 2015 and 2018 samples are presented in Fig. 3 . Systematic uncertainties are dominated by the impact of a possible imperfection of the acceptance cancellation, estimated evaluating the so-called 'false asymmetries'.
Transverse momentum weighted asymmetries in SIDIS and Drell-Yan

Sivers asymmetry
Compared to the standard TSAs, the weighted asymmetries represent a complementary and more straightforward way to compare the results obtained by COMPASS in SIDIS and in DY. Recently, COMPASS has published the P T /z-weighted Sivers asymmetry in the production of charged hadrons in SIDIS [8] . The first k 2 T -moment of the Sivers TMD PDF extracted from SIDIS data [8] was used to calculate the DY q T weighted asymmetry. Possible Q 2 evolution effects due to somewhat different hard scales of two measurements are neglected. The procedure is exactly the same followed for the 2015 data set, described in [12] . It makes use of the unpolarized PDFs from CTEQ 5D global fit [14, 18] and the FFs from DSS 07 global fit [15] , to determine the first transverse moments of u-and d-quark Sivers functions f
(x) = a q x b q (1 − x) c q is used to fit the weighted asymmetries in SIDIS for both h + and h − . The projection to the DY case is obtained using Eq. (1.3) and assuming no contribution of the sea quarks in the flavour sums, and the sign-change of the Sivers function between SIDIS and DY [16] :
Looking at the x N vs x π distribution in Fig. 2a , one can see that COMPASS covers the valence region of both p and π − ; therefore, this assumption is fairly justified. An additional suppression comes from the fractional quark charge. The advantage of the assumptions above is the cancellation in the ratio of the pion PDF, that is still poorly known. The unpolarized PDF used, f u 1,p , is the same adopted in the SIDIS case. The result is compared to the weighted Sivers asymmetry extracted from the combined 2015 + 2018 DY sample in Fig 4a. The systematic uncertainty is discussed in detail in [12] . The significance of the result does not yet allow one to draw conclusions on the sign-change hypothesis. Currently, the second part of 2018 data set is being analyzed to reduce the statistical error.
Boer-Mulders function
Using the weighted TSAs one can also access other TMDs, like the pion Boer-Mulders (BM) TMD PDF. This function was never extracted before. It can be independently obtained from COM-PASS results using the A sin(2φ −ϕ S ) q T Mπ T asymmetry shown in Fig. 3 using Eq. (1.4):
. We make use of CTEQ 5D proton PDFs and the GRV-PI pion PDF [17] from the LHAPDF library [18] at Q 2 = 25 (GeV/c) 2 , which is compatible with the scale of COMPASS DY measurements in the HM range. The valence pion PDF depends on x π , while the proton PDFs are nearly constant in the explored range in x N (shown in Fig 2a) . For the Transversity TMD PDF, a pointby-point extraction from COMPASS data [20] was used. In this work the hard scale dependence of the Transversity TMD PDF has been neglected. In the extraction of h ⊥(1)ū 1,π the uncertainties on the unpolarized proton and pion PDFs are neglected. The final errors account only for the statistical uncertainties of the Transversity PDF and the uncertainty of the weighted asymmetry.
The first transverse moment of valence Boer-Mulders function of pion is shown in Fig. 4b . The plot includes two sets of error bars, statistical only and combined statistics and systematics errors quadratic sum. The results are compared with a parametrization from Ref. [21] .
